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ronvrooman38 commented on Less is more
less-is-more
I do not think my adversaries as dumb or ignorant, they have been 
perfecting their craft of corporate governance by fraud since 1861. they 
stole in plain sight and kill with impunity. It is the American state nationals, 
party for, plaintiff, in private Vrs. state of Oregon corporate governance and 
no lawful government since Nov 8 1910 in Oregon state, I know Beaverton 
enforces the code and is not lawful or legal by de facto or dejure and I 
doubt that they can provide Article III sec 2; 11 amendment; amendment 
VII common law court of record and they must, there are no impossibilities 
in law. Washington county Inc and the united States et al. are the 
defendant, party against, public domain. It is last man standing time. 
amendment VII has no appeal. 18 USC 3571 21 times with incontrovertible 
evidence at 250,000.00 per violation of due process. what part of that is 
confusing ?? just 9 violations in municipal court and way over 50 violations 
in the 2 common law counter claim court of record cases on the docket. 
1/12/2017 jury trial

Milt Farrow commented on Less is more
less-is-more
In the long run, it appears that Gregg Todd is correct—we are playing on 
their land on their terms with their tools—It has resulted in absolute failure, 
even regrettably resulted in the death and incarceration of some mighty 
good patriots- we can no longer expend the blood of pour people and 
have nothing to show for it “Lavoy Finicum” _ I had urged a national 
movement of BOYCOTT as I am of the belief that starving the bastards 
and weakening the “financial leg” would compel them to complete 
exposure and failure ( as Europe is already falling to the failures of the 
elites) Italy will be next to collapse and leave the EURO THE REAL 2 
TARGETS SHOULD BE ENGLAND AND THE VATICAN !
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